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Native American Rock -n- Bluez best describes these highly political song-stylings from this Native

American Music Awards nominated group. Razor-sharp commentaries and superb musicianship blend for

a contemporary and modern appeal. 8 MP3 Songs WORLD: Native American, ROCK: Classic Rock

Details: The long awaited followup to the NAMMY nominated "SEE YOU AT THE KNEE" is finally here !!

LONG TIME COMIN' HOME !! "Long Time Comin' Home" by the highly acclaimed Native American group

Tony Palmer  Breeds has been one of the most anticipated releases in the contemporary Native Rock -n-

Bluez genre in many years. "Long Time Comin' Home" focuses on the positive aspects of Native

American youths, as they are the "seeds of tomorrow." While still honing the sharp political edge of "See

You At The Knee", which was nominated in the 2001 Native American Music Awards, the new release

from Tony Palmer  Breeds asks the question "where do we go from here?"........ " The continued

oppression of a people or culture is only made available if the people continue to believe in the ideals of

the oppressor. Once the people again REMEMBER who they are, and re-take the values of their

worthiness, they can no longer be oppressed....mentally, emotionally or spiritually !" Tony Palmer - 2003

The songs on "Long Time Comin' Home" are focused towards helping the children and youth of today,

REMEMBER !!!! From the powerful anthems of the title track, through songs like HONOR YOURSELF(U

GOTTA) and SPIRIT OF CRAZY HORSE, the listener is reminded that not only Native Americans, but

ALL PEOPLE are responsible for THEIR place in the world and of our responsiblilties towards 7

GENERATIONS TO COME ! The haunting melodies and lyrics of the songs HOKA HEY, CHOICES and

(THINGS WE'VE)LOST are both compelling and "timeless"........again displaying the roots and influences

of Tony Palmer  Breeds in relation to the contemporary Native American music genre. The smoke and fire

presented in the performances of songs such as FREE(NOW I'M) and LIFE-n-TIMES, with searing guitar
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work and soaring vocal arrangements, are one of the reasons why Tony Palmer  Breeds continue to be

one of the most acclaimed LIVE acts around today !!! "Long Time Comin' Home".......... The Children Are

Our Future....and Our Future Is NOW !!!
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